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From: Campbell, Kirsty 
Sent: Wednesday, 7 July 2021 6:36 PM
To: Fingerboards Inquiry and Advisory Committee (DELWP)
Cc: Lily Taylor; 'richard.hook  'hannah.mcguigan  Rob 

C Piccinin ; Chris Cook; Power, Tim; 'office@  
'minefreeglenaladale ; Nick Witherow; 'Darren Wong'; Virginia 
Trescowthick; Nguyen, Crystal; Loretta Fallaw

Subject: Fingerboards 
Attachments: Mitigation Register - biodiversity comparison doc.PDF; Mitigation Register - 

airborne and deposited dust comparison doc.PDF; Mitigation Register -noise 
comparison doc.PDF; Mitigation Register - water quality and hydrology comparison 
doc.PDF

EXTERNAL SENDER: Links and attachments may be unsafe. 
 
Dear IAC and Parties 
 
Please see attached tables which compare the mitigations shown in the draft risk treatment plans against the mitigations shown 
in EES Attachment H and the Updated Mitigation Register (Tabled Document 505). A separate table has been prepared for each 
draft risk treatment plan (i.e. for biodiversity, airborne and deposited dust, noise, and water quality and hydrology). 
 
We prepared the tables following discussions with the EPA and provided them to the EPA today. We are providing them to you 
in case they will also be of assistance to the IAC and the other parties.  
 
Best regards, 
 
Kirsty Campbell | Senior Associate  

  
White & Case | Level 32, 525 Collins Street | Melbourne VIC 3000  
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